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Abstract—The development of 3G technology and universality of mobile phones enable farmers in remote rural areas to learn on line at any time and any place. Based on “Application of Information Technology”, the paper puts forward the teaching mode of “Elliptic Learning Orbit” which is automatically generated with the two focuses of “online course” and “M-learning” and suitable for the course teaching. In addition, the teaching mode integrates teachers from CRTVU (Central Television University), Provincial Television University and Municipal Television University to make up a virtual teaching team. They play their own roles, exert their functions, cooperate with each other and complete the teaching task of the course jointly.
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I. INTRODUCTION
With the continuous development of 3G technology and the gradual universality of mobile phones and other communication equipment, farmers in remote rural areas possess mobile phones and get access to the Internet. Therefore, rural university students can choose to learn what they like at any time and any place. It also provides hardware facility for our teaching as well as convenience for our organization of remote teaching of “Application of Information Technology”. The paper puts forward the teaching mode of “Elliptic Learning Orbit” which is automatically generated with the two focuses of “online course” and “M-learning” and suitable for the course teaching. Besides, the teaching mode can optimize teaching effects.

In the new teaching mode, teachers from Central Television University guide the whole virtual course teaching team with 500 members. They serve as the key figures in the team. Provincial and municipal teachers are combined to be called as basic-level teachers in the paper. They assist central teachers to complete the task of providing direct teaching for rural university students. They serve as assistant teachers in the public course teaching and help realize the teaching mode of “Elliptic Learning Orbit” jointly.

II. CHARACTERISTICS OF “APPLICATION OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY” FOR RURAL UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
The plan of “One village, one university student at least” (one-to-one plan) cultivates advanced practical higher vocational talents who “can be retained and used, master technology and management ability”. The plain is carried out by China Central Radio & TV University, depending on the systematic resources in national TV universities and adopting the form of modern open remote education.

Some of these rural university students are Party members, cadre members, leaders and pioneers who guide villagers to gain wealth with technology. They take part in the plan of “One village, one university student at least”. The plan cares little about diploma and scores. Instead, it focuses more on one’s skills and abilities. Many rural university students are more than 30 years old, poorly educated, greatly different from each other and do not touch books for a long time. Besides, they are mainly village cadres and major breeding farmers. They spend the majority of time on rural chores, breeding and other production activities. Subjectively, they have clear learning purposes. Objectively, they do not have a lot of time for learning.

“Application of Information Technology” is one basic public course in 11 “one-to-one” majors in TV universities. It not only requires that students should master the basic computer knowledge and concepts, but also requires that students should familiarize the basic operations of Office software. It focuses more on students’ practical and manipulative abilities. The course adds much inconvenience for rural university students, some of whom even do not have computers, let alone using them. Moreover, the course adopts e-examination form, which undoubtedly intensifies the difficulty for rural university students to learn the course and teachers to teach the course.

The course teaching also demonstrates some themes worth exploring, including how to make use of the current online course resources, changing rural university students’ traditional concept of “being unable to do anything without supplementary tools” when they are not skilled in operating computers and even cannot get access to computers, making full use of modern communication resources and cultivating their basic computer operation skills so as to improve students’ independent learning ability and realize teaching objectives well.

III BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO THE “OVA LEARNING ORBIT” TEACHING MODE
Based on the specific characteristics of rural university students and “Application of Information Technology” introduced before, with the rapid development of 3G...
technology, the continuous universality of mobile phones and other communication equipment, coupled with the opportunity that farmers in remote rural areas all possess mobile phones and can get access to the Internet, the paper proposes the teaching mode of “Elliptic Learning Orbit” which is automatically generated with the two focuses of “online course” and “M-learning”.

A. Definition of elliptic equation

First, let’s have a look at the definition of elliptic equation (Refer to Fig.1). The orbit of the moving point “M” who distance to two fixed points $F_1$ and $F_2$ totals up to a constant (larger than $|F_1F_2|$) forms an ellipse.

$$MF_1 + |MF_2| = 2a \quad (2a > 2c)$$

The fixed points $F_1$ and $F_2$ are called elliptic foci. With the changes of the point M, different ellipse groups are generated.

![Figure 1. Definition of ellipse](image)

B. “Elliptic learning orbit” learning mode

In our “Elliptic Learning Orbit” teaching mode, the two foci of the ellipse, $F_1$ and $F_2$ respectively refer to “online course” and “M-learning”.

“Online course” refers to the current online resource in Central TV University, provincial and regional TV universities. “M-learning” refers to learning at any time and any place under the help of mobile communication equipment. The mobile communication equipment can not only effectively demonstrate learning contents but also provide two-way communications between teachers and learners (Aleksander Dye, 2003). In M-learning, mobile phones, PDA and smart phones can all be the terminals. However, for rural university students, they only have mobile phones. In other words, “M-learning” can also be said as “mobile learning”. The point “M” refers to the rural university student. Different Learners have their own unique ways to utilize online course resources. The different online learning time and different purposes form different ellipses. Learners obtain different results and various abilities.

C. Advantages of “Elliptic Learning Orbit” teaching mode

“Elliptic Learning Orbit” teaching mode has three features.

First of all, “Elliptic Learning Orbit” teaching mode is suitable for rural university students’ characteristics. It can solve their contradictions between work and learning so that they can scan the learning contents they need at any time and any place. They can obtain knowledge on bus, when jogging and even working in fields. Moreover, they can even take part in discussions at any time. They can communicate with both teachers and classmates. They do not have to sit in classrooms, at home or in front of computers. It solves the problem about distance among farmers. Distance is no problem any more.

Second, “Elliptic Learning Orbit” teaching mode can solve students’ problems in learning in time. When encountering problems, students can ask help from teachers and other learning partners to solve the problems. Besides, they can check their learning effects in time. For example, teachers can assign homework at any time to test learners’ learning effects. At the same time, teachers can give learners a feedback about the test results. According to the results, students can make up for their weaknesses and conduct reviews in time so as to better master the contents.

Third, “Elliptic Learning Orbit” teaching mode enables rural university students to choose their own learning contents according to their own weaknesses. They can formulate their own learning schedules so as to maximize individual development and fully demonstrate “independent learning” in remote education.

IV. ROLES OF DIFFERENT-LEVEL TV UNIVERSITY TEACHERS IN THE VIRTUAL TEACHING TEAM

In terms of teaching management and organization, the teachers in charge of course arrangement in Central TV University are adopted as core figures in the teaching team. The provincial TV universities serve as the backbone. The basic-level TV university teachers serve as participants in the remote virtual teaching team. What is special is that the virtual team is made up of a large number of members, totaling up to 500.

The plan of “One village, one university student at least” is one kind of remote education under the online environment. It centers on learners who carry out learning independently under teachers’ guidance. Comparatively speaking, “Application of Information Technology” is quite difficult for rural university students. However, we integrate the huge-scale virtual teaching team made up of 500 teachers from Central TV University, to provincial TV universities to regional TV universities to working stations for the purpose of successfully operating “Elliptic Learning Orbit” teaching mode.

A. Roles of different-level TV university teachers in the team of “Application of Information Technology” teaching team.

Fig. 2 shows that different-level TV university teachers play different roles due to different labor divisions in “Application of Information Technology”. The center of the team is Central TV University teachers who are in charge of the whole team, including the construction of all course resources, such as BBS, two-way video, online Q&A, discussion zone, announcement board and other remote teaching resources. It also includes teachers’ QQ zones, e-
mails, home pages, BBS, mobile phone numbers, etc. Provincial teachers and regional teachers are all basic-level teachers who are responsible for directly contacting rural university students, BBS problem solving, homework guidance, Web scanning, and sending E-mail. Teachers should try to stimulate learners’ initiatives, introduce various information resource services to rural university students, eliminate students’ psychological barriers that they cannot solve their problems in the “isolated” rural areas, get rid of students’ fear when encountering difficulties and enhance learners’ confidence. In this way, students can have the confidence that as long as they are willing to learn, they can learn it well. Besides, students can feel the advancement of remote education, timeliness of lifelong education and substantiality of universal education. In addition, it can stimulate students to improve their own quality and catch up with the times.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 2. “Elliptic Learning Orbit” virtual team operational mode**

**B. Responsibilities that teachers should undertake in construction of online courses**

In terms of learning approaches in the course, “item orientation” is adopted as the approach. When making the online course of “Application of Information Technology”, the principle of “item orientation” is adopted. The four parts in “Application of Information Technology” are corresponding to four items. Each item is segmented into different sub-items layer by layer.

In terms of the demonstration form of resources, systematic explanation is adopted as the main line. Item orientation is as the guiding line which connects other resources. “Self-learning steps” include preview, class listening, review, test and practical activities. In particular, pertinent to the practice part in “Application of Information Technology”, corresponding PPTs are designed. They present the specific operation procedures and teach students step by step. It fully demonstrates the responsibilities of remote education and students’ tasks directly. Remote educators are responsible for “guiding learning”. Students are responsible for “independent learning”.

Rural university students can read the provided text resources and watch the videos and IP resources about the course on WAP websites so that online courses and mobile phones are fully integrated. Besides, the interactions between students and online courses are enhanced.

**C. Basic-level teachers’ responsibilities**

Rural university students are living in remote places or working in fields. It is not easy for them to take part in course tutoring. It requires that course tutors should organize teaching exquisitely and make full use of time so as to strengthen learning effects with half of efforts.

In face-to-face teaching process, we use “task-driven methodology”, which actually borrows “anchored” methodology and the teaching idea in “double-host mode” — teacher-and-student interaction in the theory of constructivism learning. To be more specific, tutors segment the teaching objectives into multiple tasks according to Office software. One task corresponds with one objective. In this way, students can learn knowledge while using the software. Therefore, the effects will double. “Task-driven methodology” is applicable to most IT course teaching, such as graphical design, operation of application software, webpage making, computer programming, etc. It requires that tutors should design good task chains for rural university students so that they can learn while using and master the basic Office software operational skills.

“Application of Information Technology” is made up of four parts: Windows XP system, Word 2003, Excel 2003
According to the syllabus, pertinent to the four items, teachers formulate different task chains. In Word 2003 learning, teachers can assign the task “How to make one propaganda newspaper which introduces local agricultural products” to guide rural university students to investigate into the task with multiple methods, such as consulting teachers, learning PPT online, collaboration, independent investigation and so on so that they can come up with corresponding solutions and submit relevant homework or reports. In Excel 2003 learning, teachers can ask learners to classify the different local agricultural products and rank them in orders according to the classification indicator. Classification and summarization are the task chains. Rural university students will feel that the contents are what they need. They can also make use of the data and cases around them. In particular, analysis on cases and presentations penetrate through the functions of classification and summarization, operational steps and matters needing attention so as to enhance learners’ comprehension of knowledge. Then, they can consolidate their mastery of knowledge through doing some exercises.

V. CONCLUSION

The rapid development of the Internet enables remote education to develop rapidly. The development of 3G technology will bring new development opportunities for the plan of “One village, one university student at least”. “Elliptic Learning Orbit” teaching mode is specifically designed for the course “Application of Information Technology” which emphasizes practical operations. It introduces M-learning into the system of cultivating rural university students and provides students with more personalized media resources as well as more human-oriented learning resources in order to provide convenience for students’ independent selection. Besides, rural university students can become masters to learning and obtain benefits from life-long education. In fact, the teaching mode can also be spread into other computer course learning.
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